Reflection gratings enable light coupling to optical cavities without transmission through substrates. Gratings that have three ports and are mounted in second-order Littrow configuration even allow the coupling to high-finesse cavities using low diffraction efficiencies. In contrast to conventional transmissive cavity couplers, however, the phase of the diffracted light depends on the lateral position of the grating, which introduces an additional noise coupling. Here we experimentally demonstrate that this kind of noise cancels out once both diffracted output ports of the grating are combined. We achieve the same signal-to-shot-noise ratio as for a conventional coupler. From this perspective, 3-port grating couplers in second-order Littrow configuration remain a valuable approach to reducing optical absorption of cavity coupler substrates in future gravitational wave detectors.
Coupling light to an optical cavity is usually realized via partially transmissive mirrors. 3-port reflection gratings represent a practical alternative, which does not require light transmission through substrate material [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . This avoids light absorption in substrates and consequently even allows opaque substrates. Due to this advantage reflection gratings were considered as optical components in gravitational-wave detectors already 20 years ago [12] . Fig. 1 shows an example how (a) conven- (b) Equivalent interferometer topology with arm cavities that are diffractively coupled in second-order Littrow configuration. Here, the phase signal that is acquired in an arm cavity couples out via two ports of the grating. We show that summing up the photo-electric currents as shown not only recovers the full signal-to-shot-noise ratio but also cancels out phase noise due to lateral grating motions. * corresponding author:
roman.schnabel@physnet.uni-hamburg.de tional couplers to arm cavities in a Michelson interferometer can be replaced with (b) weak diffraction efficiency gratings in second-order Littrow configuration [2-4, 6, 8-11] . Unfortunately it turned out that lateral grating displacements that are parallel to its surface and perpendicular to the grating's grooves cause phase shifts on the diffracted light field and thus introduce a new noise coupling [9, 13] . This contrasts a conventional mirror that is displaced parallel to its surface. It thus seems that gratings need to have a better isolation from environmental disturbances than conventional mirrors [14] .
In this work we experimentally show that the unwanted lateral-displacement-to-phase coupling in grating interferometers can be canceled by an appropriate combination of detection ports. We realize a simplified setup in which a phase-modulated light beam is sent under normal incidence to a grating, whose position is continuously changed perpendicular to its grooves and to the optical axis of the incident light. We detect the phase modulations in the ± first diffraction orders and demonstrate that summing up the photo-electric currents not only retains the full signal-to-shot-noise ratio but also cancels out phase noise due to the lateral grating motion.
The schematic of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 2 . Our 3-port diffraction grating had a size of 10 mm x 10 mm and was realized on a quartz substrate with a size of 1" x 1" x 0.25". The grating was realized using electron beam lithography to define the grating pattern into a resist layer. Afterwards this pattern was transferred by an inductively-coupled plasma etching process (ICP) into a chromium and subsequently into the uppermost silica layer. The first-order diffraction efficiencies at normal incidence were measured to be about 4.8% at 1064 nm. The normal incidence light beam had a power of 7 mW, which resulted in 0.34 mW in the m = ±1 diffraction orders. The input light was arXiv:1503.01381v2 [physics.optics] 29 Apr 2015 modulated at a frequency of 710 kHz by an electro-optic modulator (EOM), which served as a scientific phase signal corresponding to a 'gravitational-wave'-signal. Two balanced homodyne detectors (BHD1&2) measured the phase quadrature amplitudes of the first-order diffracted outputs. Each BHD was stabilized to this quadrature by using the difference of its photo diodes' DC voltage as an error signal and by feeding back to a piezo-actuated mirror in the path of the local oscillator beam (DC-lock). The unity gain frequencies for these locks were far below the frequencies of the injected signals and the signs for the quadratures were chosen in such a way that the radiofrequency EOM signal added when combining the BHD photo currents. The BHDs' local oscillator powers were 10 mW. The individual BHD photo currents, as well as their sum (or difference) were analyzed with a spectrum analyzer. The grating was piezo actuated and modulated in the lateral direction at a frequency of about 683 kHz in order to produce the disturbance phase signal under investigation here. The frequency of about 683 kHz was selected because the piezo-actuated grating including its mount showed a pure lateral displacement in this case; any motion in direction of the incident laser beam was not visible, i.e. was far below the shot-noise level of our setup. Figure 2 . Experimental setup. We performed a phase measurement of the m = ±1 diffraction orders of a 3-port grating with two balanced homodyne detectors (BHD1&2). The sum and difference of both signals were acquired with a spectrum analyzer. The position of the grating was modulated in the lateral direction, using a piezo actuator. An electro-optic modulator (EOM) periodically shifted the phase of the incident light, serving as a reference 'gravitationalwave'-signal. Part of the zero order diffracted light was picked off at a 50/50 beam splitter and (optionally) detected with BHD2 to confirm the lateral displacement of the grating. marginal slope on the otherwise white shot noise. To confirm that the grating signal was solely due to lateral displacement, we also analyzed the zero order diffraction. The result is shown in Fig. 3 (bottom, dashed orange  line) . This measurement was done by picking off part of the zero order diffracted beam at a 50/50 beam splitter in the input path, adjusting the power to the same level as in the m = ±1 diffraction orders and detecting it with BHD2 (via flip mirror). The measurement confirms that the grating signal vanished in zero order diffraction while the reference EOM-signal was clearly visible. As expected, the measured EOM-signal was in fact about 6 dB larger than in the first-order diffracted outputs, because the zero order light passed the EOM twice. The modulations during the passages were approximately in phase because the wavelength of the kHz-signal was much larger than the optical path between the grating and the st diffraction orders. Shown are the spectra of the sum (red) and difference (blue) of the m = ±1 diffraction orders, measured by BHD1&2. The disturbance signal that was produced by lateral displacement of the grating clearly vanished in the sum, corresponding to a cancellation of the lateral-displacement-to-phase coupling of the grating. As expected, the phase modulation imprinted on the incident beam by the EOM increased by 6 dB in this case. On the contrary, the difference photo current shows an increase of the disturbance signal and a completely vanished scientific phase signal. As expected for shot-noise limited measurements, the shot-noise level increased by 3 dB in either case.
EOM. The modulation amplitude was therefore doubled and in the depicted power spectrum thus resulted in a factor of 4 or 6 dB accordingly.
In Fig. 4 the sum (red) and difference (blue) of the two homodyne measurements are depicted. Since the optical shot-noise measured at the two detectors is uncorrelated, it adds up in variance and the noise floor was increased by 3 dB in these measurements. As expected, the phase modulation from the lateral displacement of the grating cancels in the sum of the outputs while the amplitude of the scientific signal from the EOM adds up.
In conclusion, using a simplified setup, we have experimentally demonstrated the cancellation of interferometric disturbance signals that result from lateral displacements of gratings. We considered the case in which a 3-port reflection grating mounted in second order Littrow configuration served as a cavity coupler, which corresponded to an arrangement that is potentially interesting for future gravitational wave detectors ( Fig. 1 (b) ). When the output ports were combined in a way that optimized the signal-to-shot-noise, the disturbance signals from lateral grating displacements canceled completely with respect to the shot noise of our setup. Our result suggests that phase noise from lateral displacement of 3-port gratings can be canceled to a high degree and that no additional demands on the suspensions are required, as long as both diffracted outputs are being detected. 
